Ever wanted more insight into the peer review process? Or wondered about the review history of an article? That’s where transparent peer review comes in.

With transparent peer review, the peer reviewers’ reports, authors’ responses, and editors’ decision letters are all published alongside an article.

**What is transparent peer review?**

Transparent peer review means greater accountability and less opportunity for review fraud, bias, or manipulation of results.

**Transparent Peer Review benefits you**

- As an author, you’ll get a higher-quality, more constructive review process
- Each piece of peer review history is fully citable
- Published reports provide great examples for early career researchers
- As a reviewer, you’ll get proper credit and recognition for your work
- As a reader, you’ll gain a complete understanding of editor decision-making processes

**Transparent Peer Review benefits research**

- Transparent peer review means greater accountability
- Less opportunity for review fraud, bias, or manipulation of results

**Transparent Peer Review at Wiley**

- The review history of published articles is hosted on Publons and easily accessed through an article’s ‘Open Research’ section

**The latest data**

- **75** Journals in initiative
- **12,000+** Articles published with transparent peer reviews
- **45,000+** Transparent peer reviews published
- **17,000+** Signed reviews
- **345,000+** Page views of peer review histories
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